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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
WORKING TOWARDS A

“I am committed to driving down our carbon emissions and 

addressing the wider impact we have on the environment.  

That’s why we are working on a comprehensive 5-year sustainability 

plan with environmental auditors. This will include a full ‘lifecycle 

assessment’ of our supply chain and raw materials, operations, 

energy, maintenance, transportation, and waste management. We 

will devise concrete plans to address these and pledge to significantly 

reduce our impact in these areas by the end of 2028.”

Craig Naylor-Smith  

CEO



Parseq is currently carbon neutral for 
energy use, company vehicles, flights, 
and waste streams. we are committed to 
actively reducing our carbon emissions, 
to support the Government’s target of 
the UK being Carbon Net Zero by 2050* 
and as part of a collective environmental 
mission to reduce 50% of global CO2 
emissions by 2040.  This means not 
only will we offset all the carbon we as a 
company produce in the course of our 
work and operations, but we will fund 
more to create a positive contribution to 
reducing CO2 emissions. 

Additionally, we are also offsetting a 
large proportion of the carbon our 
employees produce during the course 
of their general living, food, hobbies and 
holidays, enabling a Climate Friendly 
Workforce.

However, our strategy is not restricted 
only to offsetting our carbon emissions. 
We are also working with specialist 
consultants on a detailed 5 year plan to 
actively reduce them and address any 
wider environmental sustainability issues.

We are advocates for corporate 
social responsibility and embrace 
a desire to help make people’s 
lives better.

We are currently carbon neutral 
for energy use, company vehicles, 
flights, and waste streams.

We will continue to work  
towards being climate positive  
by offsetting more carbon  
than we produce.

We are committed to a 5 year plan 
to actively reduce our carbon and 
address wider sustainability.



We understand that as a business and 
as a group of individuals, what we do 
and how we do it has a consequence 
on peoples’ lives, now and in the 
future. We have long been advocates 
for corporate social responsibility. We 
regularly support local initiatives in 
our community, whether that be local 
charities or particular projects that help 
to make people’s lives better.  

Being a large employer of people also 
has a great influence on the health and 
wellbeing of the community and we 
are proud not only to be a Real Living 
Wage Employer, but also ensuring our 
staff have access to such things as 
mental health support. 

So, looking at the impact we have on 
the wider community - that of our 
climate and our planet - is something 
we are pleased we can now also 
address. We know how important it is 
to us and to our clients and partners, 
many of whom are also trying to 
address their impact too. 

HAVING A 
POSITIVE IMPACT
IS IMPORTANT TO US

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP
To achieve our commitment, we will be working with two specialist organisations. 

REDUCING
We are employing specialists in 
sustainability and environmental 
auditors. These consultants are  
charged with providing a detailed 
5-year plan on reducing our current 
emissions and addressing our wider 
sustainability issues.

A comprehensive ‘lifecycle assessment’ 
will be undertaken to ascertain the impact 
each stage of our service provision has on 
the environment. This includes our supply 
chain and raw materials, operations, 
energy, facilities, transportation and  
waste management.

This assessment will inform the  
key issues we need to address,  
which will be integrated into our 
business strategy.

Detailed plans with KPIs about how we 
will do this will be drawn up and shared, 
once completed. These comprehensive 
plans for the next five years will fully 
explore our sustainability areas for 
development and incorporate actions 
to reduce our emissions.
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OFFSETTING
Ecologi is an environmental organisation. 
They help to calculate carbon 
emissions and facilitate the offsetting of 
the carbon we produce. This happens 
through the funding of carbon projects 
and tree planting worldwide on behalf 
of many organisations and individuals 
who want to do their bit to reverse 
climate change and become Carbon 
Positive. We support them in their 
mission to reduce 50% of global CO2 
emissions by 2040.

ENERGY USE

733.61
TONNES

FUEL (DIESEL)

4.9
TONNES

FLIGHTS

7.99
WASTE STREAMS

3.71
TONNES

TOTAL

753.12
TONNES 

(RAW DATA)

PARSEQ’S 2020 C02 EMISSIONS:

To date our current carbon emissions 
(based on 2020 figures) have been 
assessed for our energy use, company 
vehicles, flights, and waste streams 
which totalled 753.12 tonnes. During 
the course of 2022 this assessment will 
have expanded across all operations 
and activities and every aspect of our 
business internationally, so that every 
facet is included. 

Since January 2022 Ecologi has then 
translated this into what we must 
fund to offset this comfortably going 
forward, adding a generous margin 
to cover 1,125 tonnes. Through 
them we then help to fund carbon 
reduction programmes and tree 
planting, which offsets this amount 

easily. These projects are certified at 
the very highest level by Gold Standard 
and Verified Carbon Standard and 
meet other important sustainability 
standards like CCBS and SD VISsta, 
so we know the offsetting has a real 
impact. 



We fund the planting of native 
and diverse trees in Madagascar, 
Mozambique, Nicaragua, Kenya and 
Uganda. The planting projects are 
carried out by Ecologi’s partners  
Eden Reforestation.

The climate projects we help to fund 
include renewable energy generation, 
forest protection, and community 
initiatives such as providing access to 
clean water.

Each month we can see how our 
funds have supported these projects; 
how many trees have been planted on 
our behalf and how we have positively 
impacted a local community where 
the projects and tree planting take 
place, and where poverty is reduced by 
employing local workers. 

WE SUPPORT
SOME OF THE CARBON 
REDUCTION PROGRAMMES



WHAT IT MEANS 
FOR YOU

As a Client, Partner or prospect 
of Parseq’s you are assured that 
emissions from any work that we, or 
our suppliers, undertake for you will 
be offset now and going forward. 
Additionally, we are working towards a 
5-year plan that will actively focus on 
reducing our carbon emissions.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information on our Carbon Positive initiative please contact:

Natalie.Truelove-Fairest@parseq.com

For information on Ecologi visit:

https://ecologi.com

To view our profile page on Ecolgi and details of our activity visit:

https://ecologi.com/parseqlimited

For more information on the UK Government’s Net Zero by 2050 policy visit: 

www.gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-strategy

A CLIMATE FRIENDLY 
WORKFORCE

PARSEQ:

We also use Ecologi to help us enable 
a Climate Friendly Workforce. They use 
a complex calculation to ascertain the 
average per capita carbon footprint for 
our employees which is worked out 
by dividing the total greenhouse gas 
emissions from a particular country by 
its population. 

Whilst an individual’s footprint may be 
higher or lower than the average for 
somebody who lives a certain country, 
the law of averages provides Ecologi 
with an accurate initial figure for what 
each employee’s footprint would be, if 
all the people in that country emitted 
the same. 

We then offset a large proportion of 
this, for all our employees across our 
different offices, based on UK, India 
and Bulgaria emissions figures, in the 
same way we do for the company. 
In the UK for example, we offset 4.5 
tonnes per employee during the year. 
This currently equates to around 1355 
trees planted every month and 102 
tonnes of CO2 reduced every month 
for all our employees.

However, Ecologi also offer the 
opportunity for our employees to 
contribute further. They can plant 
more trees or contribute towards 
projects personally, if they want to 
offset all their carbon or they simply 
want to do more good. good.  
Ecologi also provide helpful 
information for all employees on 
how to reduce our carbon footprint 
personally and whilst at work.




